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Abstract. Recently, a general version of the Hoffmann-Jørgensen inequality was shown jointly
with Rajaratnam [Ann. Probab. 2017], which (a) improved the result even for real-valued variables,
but also (b) simultaneously unified and extended several versions in the Banach space literature,
including that by Hitczenko–Montgomery-Smith [Ann. Probab. 2001], as well as special cases and
variants of results by Johnson–Schechtman [Ann. Probab. 1989] and Klass–Nowicki [Ann. Probab.
2000], in addition to the original versions by Kahane and Hoffmann-Jørgensen. Moreover, our result
with Rajaratnam was in a primitive framework: over all semigroups with a bi-invariant metric; this
includes Banach spaces as well as compact and abelian Lie groups.

In this note we show the result even more generally: over every semigroup G with a strongly left-
(or right-)invariant metric. We also prove some applications of this inequality over such G , extending
Banach space-valued versions by Hitczenko and Montgomery-Smith [Ann. Probab. 2001] and by
Hoffmann-Jørgensen [Studia Math. 1974]. Furthermore, we show several other stochastic inequalities
– by Ottaviani–Skorohod, Mogul’skii, and Lévy–Ottaviani – as well as Lévy’s equivalence, again
over G as above. This setting of generality for G subsumes not only semigroups with bi-invariant
metric (thus extending the previously shown results), but it also means that these results now hold
over all Lie groups (equipped with a left-invariant Riemannian metric).

We also explain why this primitive setting of strongly left/right-invariant metric semigroups G
is equivalent to that of left/right-invariant metric monoids G◦: each such G embeds in some G◦.

1. Introduction: strongly left/right-invariant metric semigroups

In this work our goal is to extend various results in the probability literature to very primitive
settings – e.g. from real- or Banach space-valued random variables, to ones taking values in an
arbitrary Lie group, and even more general classes of variables. This continues a series of recent
joint works [17, 18, 19] by the author, which were inspired in part by the seminal treatise [25] of
Parthasarathy that studied (probability) measures on very primitive structures: (separable) metric
spaces, metric/locally compact abelian groups, and so on.

In this note, our goal is to extend stochastic inequalities, tail estimates, and convergence phe-
nomena that were known to hold for random variables over Banach spaces, or – very recently –
semigroups with bi-invariant metrics, to semigroups with strongly left-invariant (or right-invariant)
metrics. We begin by defining these latter notions.

Definition 1.1.

(1) As defined in [17], a bi-invariant metric semigroup consists of a semigroup (G , ·) with a
bi-invariant metric dG – i.e.,

dG (ca, cb) = dG (a, b) = dG (ac, bc), ∀a, b, c ∈ G . (1.1)
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(In our previous joint works [17, 18, 19], we refer to such a G as merely a metric semigroup;
however, the bi-invariance will be explicitly pointed out in this work, to distinguish from
the following notions.)

(2) If only the first (respectively, second) equality in (1.1) holds for all a, b, c ∈ G , then we say
that G is a left- (respectively, right-)invariant metric semigroup.

(3) Similarly, one defines a left/right/bi-invariant metric monoid/group.
(4) Finally, a left-invariant metric semigroup G is strongly left-invariant if dG (a, ab) = dG (b, b2)

for all a, b ∈ G . One similarly defines a strongly right-invariant metric semigroup.

Remark 1.2. In other words, dG is strongly left-invariant if and only if for all b ∈ G , dG (a, ab)
is independent of a ∈ G (so one can set a = b in G ). Thus every left-invariant metric monoid
or group (G , ·, e, dG ) is a strongly left-invariant semigroup, since dG (a, ab) = dG (e, b). (Ditto for
right-invariant dG .) Similarly, it was shown in [17] (see (2.6) below) that every bi-invariant metric
semigroup is strongly left- and right-invariant. Thus, adding an identity or right-invariance auto-
matically upgrades left-invariance to its “strong” version, and so the present setting subsumes both
of these related settings above/in previous works.

Remark 1.3. For G a group, we will not insist that dG (a, b) = dG (a−1, b−1) for all a, b ∈ G . Note,
if this holds then dG is left/right-invariant if and only if it is bi-invariant, since e.g. one has:

dG (ac, bc) = dG ((ac)−1, (bc)−1) = dG (c−1a−1, c−1b−1) = dG (a−1, b−1) = dG (a, b), ∀a, b, c ∈ G .

The goal of this work is to extend results from random variables taking values in Banach spaces (as
is traditional by now) or even in bi-invariant metric semigroups (as was done in recent joint works),
to strongly left/right-invariant metric semigroup-valued variables. The motivation to extend results
from Banach spaces to more primitive frameworks is both classical and modern. Following its ax-
iomatization and systematic development, one of the cornerstones of twentieth century probability
theory has been to extend results for real-valued random variables to B-valued random variables, for
B a (separable) Banach space – see e.g. the classic treatise [21]. Now a natural theoretical question
is to explore settings beyond Banach spaces. In fact such questions have been widely studied in the
past few decades. We mention the classic monographs by Parthasarathy [25] and Grenander [7];
as well as (among many others) the Diaconis–Shahshahani work on random permutations [4] and
the recent theory of (dense as well as sparse) graph limits – which has already been crystallized by
Lovász in book form [22].1 This activity continues to thrive; e.g. outside the (by now) traditional
Banach space setting, we list a few of the many works involving random variables taking values
in (possibly non-compact and non-abelian) Lie groups, in random matrix theory [2, 8, 14] and its
connections to ergodic theory and geometry (see e.g. [5, 10, 26]).

Thus our goal in this note is to extend several results in the vast literature on Banach space-
valued random variables – or more generally, results with variables valued in bi-invariant metric
semigroups (these further include discrete, abelian, compact, or amenable groups, see the introduc-
tion to [17] for more examples and [17, 18, 19] for the results) – to an even more primitive setting:
strongly left/right-invariant metric semigroups. In particular, since these include left-invariant met-
ric groups, it follows that several results which were previously known only over compact or abelian
Lie groups, now extend to every Lie group (including non-compact, non-abelian ones).

Remark 1.4. This work attempts to provide the most primitive setting in which the results stated
below can be proved. To this end:

(1) By Remark 1.2, random variables taking values in strongly left/right-invariant metric semi-
groups Gstrong subsume those taking values in either left/right-invariant metric monoids G◦
or in bi-invariant metric semigroups G . So working with such semigroups Gstrong is at least
as general.

1While every metric space isometrically embeds into a Banach space by the Kuratowski embedding theorem, the
study of graphons with the cut-norm does not typically proceed using this embedding.
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(2) While the results below can be stated over any semigroup with a metric, it is not clear (to
the author) how to prove them in a more primitive setting than strong left/right-invariance,
since it is indispensable in the proofs of most/all of the results below. One way to avoid this
technical hurdle (the word “strong”) could be if – as in the bi-invariant case – that every
left/right-invariant metric semigroup embeds isometrically and homomorphically inside a
left/right-invariant metric monoid G◦, because then dG (a, ab) = dG◦(e, b) = dG (b, b2). As we
show in Proposition 5.2, this does not always happen.

Thus, we suspect that the strong left- or right-invariance of the metric is perhaps the minimum
amount of structure required in order to be able to show the Hoffmann-Jørgensen, Ottaviani–
Skorohod, Mogul’skii, and Lévy–Ottaviani inequalities and their applications shown in this work.

We end here with the punchline of the “non-probabilistic part” of the paper: every strongly
left/right-invariant metric semigroup Gstrong embeds isometrically and homomorphically into a
left/right-invariant metric monoid (G◦, e). (In fact, we show that Gstrong ⊇ G◦ \ {e}, so that the
smallest G◦ ⊇ G is unique; see Theorem 5.1.) Thus, our suspected “most primitive setting” for prov-
ing stochastic inequalities, of working with Gstrong-valued random variables, is actually equivalent
to working with G◦-valued random variables. This equivalence parallels Proposition 2.10 (drawn
from recent joint work [18]), which gives a similar equivalence for bi-invariant metric semigroups
vs. monoids.

2. The Hoffmann-Jørgensen inequality for strongly left-invariant metric
semigroups

The first inequality that we extend to strongly left/right-invariant metric semigroups is the
Hoffmann-Jørgensen inequality, which is used to bound sums of independent random variables. We
refer the reader to e.g. [9] for a detailed history of the inequality.

2.1. The inequality over strongly left/right-invariant metric, following previous vari-
ants. Here we will present a few versions of the above inequality from the literature, ending with
a general, unifying variant that holds over all bi-invariant metric semigroups, before extending it
(and hence the preceding variants) to the more general setting of strongly left/right-invariant met-
ric semigroups. We start with a version found in the monograph by Ledoux–Talagrand, where the
authors attribute the result to Hoffmann-Jørgensen [11] (see also Kahane [16]).

Theorem 2.1 ([21, Proposition 6.7]). Suppose B is a separable Banach space, and (Ω,A , µ) is a
probability space with X1, . . . , Xn ∈ L0(Ω,B) independent random variables. For 1 6 j 6 n, define
Sj := X1 + · · ·+Xj and Un := max16j6n ‖Sj‖. Then

Pµ (Un > 3t+ s) 6 Pµ (Un > t)2 + Pµ
(

max
16j6n

‖Xj‖ > s

)
, ∀s, t ∈ (0,∞).

Theorem 2.1 has led to several strengthenings and variants, including by Johnson–Schechtman [15],
Klass–Nowicki [20], and Hitczenko and Montgomery-Smith [9]. This last variant says:

Theorem 2.2 ([9, Theorem 1]). (Notation as in Theorem 2.1.) For all K ∈ Z>0 and s, t ∈ (0,∞),

Pµ (Un > 2Kt+ (K − 1)s) 6
1

K!

(
Pµ (Un > t)

Pµ (Un 6 t)

)K
+ Pµ

(
max
16j6n

‖Xj‖ > s

)
.

Notice from their statements that neither of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 immediately follow from the
other. They were both simultaneously extended in recent work [17], by the next variant that we
state. To do so, we require some notation.
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Definition 2.3. Suppose (G , dG ) is a separable semigroup with a left-invariant metric, with Borel
σ-algebra BG . Given integers 1 6 j 6 n and random variables X1, . . . , Xn : (Ω,A , µ)→ (G ,BG ),
define

Sj(ω) := X1(ω) · · ·Xj(ω), Mj(ω) := max
16i6j

dG (z0, z0Xi(ω)), (2.1)

where z0 ∈ G is arbitrary.

Remark 2.4. Clearly, Mj is independent of z0 ∈ G in any strongly left/right-invariant metric
semigroup, hence – as observed above – in any left/right-invariant metric monoid. We explain
presently why this implies the same fact over every bi-invariant metric semigroup as in [17].

With this notation at hand, we state the next – and rather general – variant of the Hoffmann-
Jørgensen inequality:

Theorem 2.5 ([17, Theorem A]). Suppose (G , dG ) is a separable bi-invariant metric semigroup,
z0, z1 ∈ G are fixed, and X1, . . . , Xn ∈ L0(Ω,G ) are independent. Also fix integers 0 < k, n1, . . . , nk ∈
Z and nonnegative scalars t1, . . . , tk, s ∈ [0,∞), and define

Un := max
16j6n

dG (z1, z0Sj), I0 := {1 6 i 6 k : Pµ (Un 6 ti)
ni−δi1 6

1

ni!
}, (2.2)

where δi1 denotes the Kronecker delta. Now if
∑k

i=1 ni 6 n+ 1, then

Pµ

(
Un > (2n1 − 1)t1 + 2

k∑
i=2

niti +

(
k∑
i=1

ni − 1

)
s

)
(2.3)

6 Pµ (Un 6 t1)
11/∈I0

∏
i∈I0

Pµ (Un > ti)
ni
∏
i/∈I0

1

ni!

(
Pµ (Un > ti)

Pµ (Un 6 ti)

)ni

+ Pµ (Mn > s) .

More generally, define

K :=
k∑
i=1

ni, Yj := dG (z0, z0Xj),

Y(1) := min(Y1, . . . , Yn), . . . , Y(n) := max(Y1, . . . , Yn),

so that Y(j) are the order statistics of the Yj. Then the above inequality can be strengthened by
replacing Pµ (Mn > s) by

Pµ

 n∑
j=n−K+2

Y(j) > (K − 1)s

 .

It is this result whose setting we weaken, to obtain the main result of this section:

Theorem 2.6. Theorem 2.5 holds more generally, over every strongly left/right-invariant metric
semigroup (equivalently by Theorem 5.1, over every left/right-invariant metric monoid).

As explained in [17], Theorem 2.6 specializes to Theorem 2.1 by setting

G = B, z0 = z1 = 0, k = 2, n1 = n2 = 1, t1 = t2 = t,

so that I0 = {1, 2}. It also specializes to Theorem 2.2, by setting G = B, z0 = z1 = 0, k = 1, n1 =
K, t1 = t. But moreover, Theorem 2.6 specializes to Theorem 2.5 itself (which implied the other
two results above) via Proposition 2.10 below: every bi-invariant metric semigroup embeds into a
bi-invariant metric monoid, hence is a strongly left/right-invariant metric semigroup.
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2.2. Additional previous variants. The proof of Theorem 2.6 is deferred to the next subsection,
together with the fact that it implies Theorem 2.5. For now, we elaborate in some detail the
connection of Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 to (special cases of) results by Johnson–Schechtman [15] and
Klass–Nowicki [20]. First, Johnson–Schechtman showed by iterating the “original” Hoffmann-
Jørgensen inequality:

Theorem 2.7 ([15, Lemma 6]). If X1, . . . , Xn are independent non-negative real-valued random
variables, and z0 = z1 = 0 (so that Sn = ‖Sn‖ = Un), then

Pµ (Un > (2k − 1)t) 6 Pµ (Mn > t) + Pµ (Un > t)k , ∀t ∈ (0,∞), k ∈ Z>0.

Theorem 2.5 (and hence Theorem 2.6) implies a weaker form of this result, in which Pµ (Un > t)
is replaced by Pµ (Un > t/2). To see this, set

G = R, z0 = z1 = 0, n1 = · · · = nk = 1, t1 = s = t, t2 = · · · = tk = t/2,

so that I0 = {1, . . . , k}. Also note that Theorem 2.7 holds for non-negative variables, so G is
necessarily R, while Theorem 2.6 holds for all G – including possibly negative real-valued random
variables – and its assertion in this generality is slightly weaker.

Second, Hitczenko and Montgomery-Smith term their result (Theorem 2.2) the Klass–Nowicki
inequality. This is because Klass–Nowicki had previously shown a slightly different – but related –
result to Theorem 2.2:

Theorem 2.8 ([20, Theorem 1.1]). Suppose X1, . . . , Xn are independent Banach space-valued ran-
dom variables, and we define Sn, Un as above with z0 = z1 = 0. Also set λ := Pµ (Un > 1) and
suppose λ < 1. If the Xj are non-negative, then

Pµ
(
‖Sn‖ > k + Y(n) + · · ·+ Y(n−k+2)

)
6

1

k!
[n(1− n

√
1− λ)]k, ∀k > 1, (2.4)

whereas if the Xj are symmetric, then

Pµ
(
Un > k + Y(n) + · · ·+ Y(n−k+2)

)
6

2k−1

k!
[n(1− n

√
1− λ)]k, ∀k > 1. (2.5)

Note that the left-hand expression in (2.4) is bounded above by the one in (2.5). These results
relate to Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 with t = s = 1 – even when the Xj need not be non-negative or
symmetric – as follows:

Pµ (Un > 2kt+ (k − 1)s)

6 Pµ (Un > kt+ (k − 1)s)

6 Pµ
(
Un > k + Y(n) + · · ·+ Y(n−k+2)

)
+ Pµ

(
Y(n) + · · ·+ Y(n−k+2) > (k − 1)

)
6

2k−1

k!
[n(1− n

√
1− λ)]k + Pµ

(
Y(n) + · · ·+ Y(n−k+2) > (k − 1)

)
,

where the final inequality uses (2.5). Now if the upper bound in the final inequality was miss-
ing the factor of 2k−1, then we claim that this bound is at most 1

k!(λ/(1 − λ))k, which is the
precise factor in Theorem 2.2 and hence in a suitable specialization of Theorem 2.5. Thus, Theo-
rem 2.8 would imply a very similar result to Theorem 2.2 (strengthened to replace Pµ (Mn > 1) by
Pµ
(
Y(n) + · · ·+ Y(n−k+2) > (k − 1)

)
, as in [9] as well as in Theorem 2.5).

Remark 2.9. Here we quickly explain why the result obtained in the preceding paragraph would
be similar to Theorem 2.2 but not exactly comparable. The preceding claim – that the bound
in (2.4) is lower than the bound in Theorem 2.2 – is easily checked:

1

k!
[n(1− n

√
1− λ)]k 6

1

k!

(
λ

1− λ

)k
, ∀k > 1.
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This is because the inequality turns out to be equivalent to requiring 1−αλ 6 (1−λ)α for λ ∈ [0, 1)
and α = 1 + 1

n ∈ [1, 2], and this latter inequality holds by the binomial series formula. However,
the same inequality does not hold when working with the bound in (2.5) instead:

2k−1

k!
[n(1− n

√
1− λ)]k 66 1

k!

(
λ

1− λ

)k
, ∀k > 1.

Indeed, this non-inequality 66 is equivalent to >, i.e., to the assertion that

21−1/kn(1− λ)(1− n
√

1− λ) > λ,

which does hold at very small values of λ ∈ (0, 1), since the left-hand side is a power series in λ

with constant term zero and linear term 21−1/k > 1 (for k > 1).

2.3. The proofs. Before showing Theorem 2.6, let us prove that it implies Theorem 2.5: this is
because every metric semigroup embeds into a bi-invariant metric monoid, by the following result.

Proposition 2.10 ([19, §2.1]). Every bi-invariant metric semigroup G is contained in a metric
monoid. More precisely, G contains at most one idempotent, which is automatically a two-sided
identity. Thus if G contains exactly one idempotent then it is a metric monoid. Otherwise, G is
the set of non-identity elements in a metric monoid G◦ (with identity e; thus the smallest G◦ ⊇ G
is unique), and G maps isometrically into G◦ with: dG◦(e, g) := dG (g, g2) for all g ∈ G .

The proof is not hard (but omitted here; see [19]). Note that the final statement about the
extended metric being bi-invariant uses the following calculation in any metric semigroup:

dG (a, ba) = dG (ba, b2a) = dG (b, b2) = dG (ab, ab2) = dG (a, ab), ∀a, b ∈ G . (2.6)

Of course, the equalities in (2.6) need not all hold in every left/right-invariant metric monoid
(such as in non-compact non-abelian Lie groups G, which possess left-invariant but not necessarily
bi-invariant Riemannian metrics2).

The other proof is that of our main result in this section; this is now provided and includes fixing
a small typo in [17] itself.

Proof of Theorem 2.6. The idea is to closely follow the proof of Theorem 2.5, making the necessary
adjustments along the way because now dG is only strongly left-invariant. The first change is that
the assertion that Yj := dG (z0, z0Xj), Mj(ω) := max16i6j Yj do not depend on z0, which was shown
in [17] using (2.6) via bi-invariance, now follows instead from the strong left-invariance of dG . The
next change involves avoiding the use of (2.6) in Step 2 of the proof, in the long calculation on
pp. 4106 of [17], where we computed:

dG (z0Sm−1(ω), z0Sm(ω)) = dG (z0Sm−1(ω), z0Sm−1(ω) ·Xm(ω)) = dG (z0, z0Xm(ω))

= Ym(ω).

Instead, this calculation now holds using merely the strong left-invariance of dG .
A small remark here concerns an argument in [9, Proof of Theorem 1] over Banach spaces, that

was black-boxed in [17]:

sup
j,k6n

‖Sk − Sj‖ 6 2 sup
j
‖Sj‖ = 2Un.

This was used in [17] for bi-invariant metric semigroups; as we now note, one requires only the (not
even strong) left-invariance of dG , and not an identity in G , since by the triangle inequality,

sup
j,k6n

dG (Sk, Sj) = max
16j,k6n

dG (z0Sk, z0Sj) 6 2 max
16j6n

dG (z1, z0Sj) = 2Un.

2For instance, by [24], the only connected Lie groups that admit a bi-invariant Riemannian metric are of the form
K × Rn, for K a compact group and n > 0 an integer.
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The final point here is a modification that in fact applies to the original proof itself in [17] – we
fix a small typo there. Namely, in [17, Equation (9)], the definition of pβ,t should be modified to
use 0 < j instead of 0 6 j. Thus we need to define and work with

pβ,t := Pµ (dG (z1, z0Sβ) > t > dG (z1, z0Sj) ∀0 < j < β) , 0 < β 6 n. (2.7)

�

Remark 2.11. We leave it to the interested reader to work out the case of strongly right-invariant
metric semigroups, for the results in this section and the next. For this, when working only over
semigroups, the results and proofs involve the modified quantities

Sj(ω) := Xj(ω)Xj−1(ω) · · ·X1(ω), Un := max
16j6n

dG (z1, Sjz0), Yj := dG (z0, Xjz0).

However, if G is in fact a group then one does not need to prove the “strongly right-invariant”
analogues (of all results in this paper) separately, since it follows from the left-invariant results in
Theorem 2.6. This is because of the bijection between the sets of left- and right-invariant metrics
on a group G: dLG(a, b) ←→ dRG(a−1, b−1). The same holds if G is abelian, since any left/right-
invariant metric dG is automatically bi-invariant, and the results in this work reduce to those in
previous works [17, 18, 19].

3. Decreasing rearrangements and applications

Here we write down a couple of applications of the Hoffmann-Jørgensen inequality. The first
shows that controlling the behavior of the independent variables Xj is the same as controlling Sn
or Un – but now over all strongly left/right-invariant semigroups (equivalently by Theorem 5.1,
over left/right-invariant metric monoids):

Theorem 3.1. Suppose A ⊆ Z>0 is either Z>0 or {1, . . . , N} for some N ∈ Z>0. Suppose (G , dG )
is a separable strongly left-invariant metric semigroup, z0, z1 ∈ G , and the variables Xn ∈ L0(Ω,G )
are independent for all n ∈ A. If supn∈A dG (z1, z0Sn) <∞ almost surely, then for all p ∈ (0,∞),

Eµ
[

sup
n∈A

dG (z0, z0Xn)p
]
<∞ ⇐⇒ Eµ

[
sup
n∈A

dG (z1, z0Sn)p
]
<∞.

This extends [18, Theorem A] and originally [11, Theorem 3.1] to the primitive setting of strongly
left-invariant metric semigroups. The proof of this and the next few results use the theory of quantile
functions / decreasing rearrangements:

Definition 3.2. Say (G , dG ) is a strongly left-invariant metric semigroup, and X : (Ω,A , µ) →
(G ,BG ). The decreasing (or non-increasing) rearrangement of X is the right-continuous inverse
X∗ of the function t 7→ Pµ (dG (z0, z0X) > t), for any z0 ∈ G . In other words, X∗ is the real-valued
random variable defined on [0, 1] with the Lebesgue measure, as follows:

X∗(t) := sup{y ∈ [0,∞) : Pµ (dG (z0, z0X) > y) > t}.

Now the proof of Theorem 3.1 uses the first assertion in [21, Proposition 6.8], extended here
from Banach spaces to strongly left-invariant metric semigroups. It shows that controlling sums of
G -valued Lp random variables in probability (i.e., in L0) allows us to control these sums in Lp as
well, for p > 0.

Proposition 3.3. Suppose (G , dG ) is a separable strongly left-invariant metric semigroup, p ∈
(0,∞), and we have independent random variables X1, . . . , Xn ∈ Lp(Ω,G ), i.e., Eµ[dG (z0, z0Xj)

p] <
∞ for all j (and any choice of z0 ∈ G ). Now fix z0, z1 ∈ G and let Sk, Un,Mn be as in (2.1) and
Theorems 2.5, 2.6. Then,

Eµ[Upn] 6 21+2p(Eµ[Mp
n] + U∗n(2−1−2p)p).
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As this result was not proved in [21], and given that we work here in significantly greater
generality, we write down a proof for completeness.

Proof. The proof uses the following fact (which follows from the Pigeonhole principle):

0 6 a 6
k∑
j=1

wjaj , 0 6 aj , wj ∀j =⇒ ap 6 (
∑
j

wj)
p

k∑
j=1

apj ∀p ∈ (0,∞). (3.1)

Now to prove the result, note that dG (z1, z0Sk) 6 dG (z1, z0)+
∑k

j=1 dG (z0, z0Xj) for all 1 6 k 6 n,

by the triangle inequality and the strong left-invariance of dG . Using (3.1) with all wj = 1,

Upn 6

dG (z1, z0) +
n∑
j=1

dG (z0, z0Xj)

p

6 (n+ 1)p

dG (z1, z0)
p +

n∑
j=1

dG (z0, z0Xj)
p

 .

Hence Un ∈ Lp(Ω,G ) if all Xj ∈ Lp(Ω,G ). Now recall that if Z : (Ω,A , µ)→ [0,∞), then

Eµ[Zα] = α

∫ ∞
0

tα−1Pµ (Z > t) dt, ∀α > 0. (3.2)

Apply Equation (3.2) with Z = Un, α = p, and t  4t. Thus the integral converges, and we
compute for any fixed u > 0 (using the Hoffmann-Jørgensen inequality in Theorem 2.6 with k =
2, n1 = n2 = 1, t1 = t2 = s = t, so that I0 = {1, 2}):

Eµ[Upn] = p

∫ ∞
0

(4t)p−1Pµ (Un > 4t) d(4t) = p4p
∫ ∞
0

tp−1Pµ (Un > 4t) dt

= p4p
(∫ u

0
+

∫ ∞
u

)
tp−1Pµ (Un > 4t) dt

6 4pup + p4p
∫ ∞
u

tp−1[Pµ (Un > t)2 + Pµ (Mn > t)] dt

6 4pup + p4p
∫ ∞
u

tp−1Pµ (Un > t)2 dt+ 4pEµ[Mp
n],

where the final inequality follows from (3.2) with Z = Mn ∈ Lp(Ω,R), α = p. Now suppose
u > U∗n(2−1−2p); then the outstanding integrand can be bounded above via

Pµ (Un > t)2 6 Pµ (Un > u)Pµ (Un > t) 6 2−1−2pPµ (Un > t) .

Continuing with the above calculations,

Eµ[Upn] 6 (4u)p+4pEµ[Mp
n]+4p ·2−1−2p ·

∫ ∞
0

ptp−1Pµ (Un > t) dt = (4u)p+4pEµ[Mp
n]+2−1Eµ[Upn],

by a third application of (3.2) with Z = Un, α = p. Since this inequality holds for all u >
U∗n(2−1−2p), the desired claim follows. �

With Proposition 3.3 at hand, one shows Theorem 3.1 by closely following the proof of [18,
Theorem A]. Here we only point out the modifications required: in addition to using Proposition 3.3
over strongly left-invariant metric semigroups, the only other update is that in showing that

dG (z0, z0Xn) 6 dG (z1, z0Sn−1) + dG (z1, z0Sn),

we now use the strong left-invariance rather than the bi-invariance of the metric dG . �

The other result that we discuss and extend here (from bi-invariant to strongly left-invariant
metric semigroups), again uses the Hoffmann-Jørgensen inequality to relate the Lp-norm of Un to
its tail distribution (using U∗n).
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Proposition 3.4. There exists a universal positive constant c1 such that for any 0 6 t 6 s 6
1/2, any separable strongly left-invariant metric semigroup (G , dG ) with elements z0, z1, and any
sequence of independent G -valued random variables X1, . . . , Xn,

U∗n(t) 6 c1
log(1/t)

max{log(1/s), log log(4/t)}
(U∗n(s) +M∗n(t/2)),

with Un := max16j6n dG (z1, z0Sj) and Mn := max16j6n dG (z0, z0Xj) as above.

We again omit the proof, as it is the same as that of [18, Lemma 3.1], via the proof of [9,
Corollary 1]. �

As a final application to conclude this section: in [1], Bagyan–Richards applied the results in
[17] to derive similar results and tail bounds (and more) for random walks on the cone/Riemannian
manifold of positive definite matrices – more precisely, for products of such matrices, randomly
chosen according to an orthogonally bi-invariant distribution. Given the extension in this work
of the Hoffmann-Jørgensen inequality to strongly left-invariant semigroups (equivalently, to left-
invariant monoids, as is shown below) – including all Lie groups – we expect that a broader range
of applications of the kind in [1] can now be deduced in random matrix theory.

4. Additional probability inequalities and Lévy’s equivalence

We next extend several other probability inequalities to strongly left/right-invariant metric semi-
groups (in particular, they now become applicable to all Lie groups), from their previous avatars
over either bi-invariant metric semigroups, or in one case, Banach spaces. These inequalities also
help extend the following result:

Theorem 4.1 (Lévy’s equivalence). Suppose (G , dG ) is a complete separable strongly left-invariant
metric semigroup, Xn : (Ω,A , µ)→ (G ,BG ) are independent, X ∈ L0(Ω,G ), and Sn is as in (2.1).
Then

Sn −→ X a.s. Pµ ⇐⇒ Sn
P−→ X.

If instead the sequence Sn does not converge in the above manner, then it diverges almost surely.

Via Proposition 2.10, this result simultaneously extends [18, Theorem 2.1] for G a complete
separable bi-invariant metric semigroup – which in turn had extended variants for G a separable
Banach space by Itô–Nisio [13, Theorem 3.1] and by Hoffmann-Jørgensen and Pisier [12, Lemma
1.2] – as well as Tortrat’s result in [28] for G a complete separable metric group.

Remark 4.2. We claim that the setting in Theorem 4.1 is strictly more general than even [18,
Theorem 2.1] – which itself was more general than the preceding variants. This follows by consid-
ering examples of Lie groups with left-invariant but not bi-invariant Riemannian metric (by the
results in [24], as discussed above).

The proof of Theorem 4.1 employs the Ottaviani–Skorohod inequality:

Proposition 4.3 (Ottaviani–Skorohod inequality). Suppose (G , dG ) is a separable strongly left-
invariant metric semigroup, and X1, . . . , Xn : Ω→ G are independent. Fix 0 < α, β ∈ R. Then for
all z0, z1 ∈ G ,

Pµ
(

max
16k6n

dG (z1, z0Sk) > α+ β

)
· min
16k6n

Pµ (dG (Sk, Sn) 6 β) 6 Pµ (dG (z1, z0Sn) > α) .

This is a special case of the Mogul’skii inequalities (setting m = 1, a = α+ β, b = β in the next
result) – in [18] for bi-invariant metric semigroups, but also more generally in the present setting:
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Proposition 4.4 (Mogul’skii inequalities). Suppose (G , dG ) is a separable strongly left-invariant
metric semigroup, z0, z1 ∈ G , a, b, c ∈ [0,∞), and X1, . . . , Xn ∈ L0(Ω,G ) are independent. If
1 6 m 6 n in Z, then:

Pµ
(

min
m6k6n

dG (z1, z0Sk) 6 a

)
· min
m6k6n

Pµ (dG (Sk, Sn) 6 b) 6 Pµ (dG (z1, z0Sn) 6 a+ b) ,

Pµ
(

max
m6k6n

dG (z1, z0Sk) > a

)
· min
m6k6n

Pµ (dG (Sk, Sn) 6 b) 6 Pµ (dG (z1, z0Sn) > a− b) .

It is the formulation of the above results in this greater generality that is of note; we omit all
three of the proofs here (as in the preceding section), as they go through verbatim except for a
common workaround needed in one step in each proof. Namely: one needs to equate dG (z0Sk, z0Sn)
for k 6 n with dG (z0, z0Xk+1 · · ·Xn) – and this follows from the strong left-invariance of G . �

The next result is the Lévy–Ottaviani inequality, now extended from reals to our general setting:

Proposition 4.5 (Lévy–Ottaviani inequality). Suppose (G , dG ) is a separable strongly left-invariant
metric semigroup, z0, z1 ∈ G , and X1, . . . , Xn ∈ L0(Ω,G ) are independent. Given a > 0, define:

Un := max
16k6n

dG (z1, z0Sk), pa := max
16k6n

Pµ (dG (z1, z0Sk) > a) ,

where Sk := X1 · · ·Xk for all k, as above. Then for all l > 2 and a1, . . . , al > 0,

Pµ (Un > a1 + · · ·+ al) 6
l∑

i=2

pai + p′l,

where p′l := pa1 if l is odd, and p′l := max16k6n Pµ ((dG (Sk, Sn) > a1) if l is even.

This result generalizes [3, Theorem 22.5], both in its setting and its statement. To see this, set

l = 3, a1 = a2 = a3 = α, G = (R,+), z0 = z1 = 0.

Also note that the result is false if l = 1 and p′1 = pa1 , since Pµ (dG (z1, z0Sk) > a1) 6 Pµ (Un > a1)
for all k.

Proof. We write down a proof in this general setting, to indicate where one needs to use strong
left-invariance (as opposed to any group or Banach space structure). Define the stopping time
τ : Ω→ {1, . . . , n} via:

τ = inf{k ∈ [1, n] ∩ Z : dG (z1, z0Sk) > a1 + · · ·+ al}.

It is now not hard to show that:

Pµ

(
Un >

l∑
i=1

ai

)
6 Pµ (dG (z1, z0Sn) > al) +

n−1∑
k=1

Pµ (τ = k, dG (z1, z0Sn) 6 al)

6 pal +
n−1∑
k=1

Pµ

(
τ = k, dG (Sk, Sn) >

l−1∑
i=1

ai

)

= pal +
n−1∑
k=1

Pµ (τ = k)Pµ

(
dG (Sk, Sn) >

l−1∑
i=1

ai

)
,

where the final equality uses the independence of τ = k from the behavior of dG (Sk, Sn) =
dG (z0, z0Xk+1 · · ·Xn); this last uses the strong left-invariance of dG . There are now two cases:

• If l = 2, then the last probability (inside the sum) is bounded above by p′l for l = 2, and

the result follows since
∑n−1

k=1 Pµ (τ = k) 6 1.
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• If l > 2 and dG (Sk, Sn) >
∑l−1

i=1 ai, then either dG (z1, z0Sk) > al−1, or dG (z1, z0Sn) >∑l−2
i=1 ai. By definition, the first event has probability at most pal−1

, while the probability
of the latter event is analyzed in two sub-cases: first, if l = 3, then it is dominated by
p′l = pa1 , which proves the result as follows:

Pµ

(
Un >

3∑
i=1

ai

)
6 pa3 +

n−1∑
k=1

Pµ (τ = k) (pa2 + pa1) 6 pa3 + 1 · (pa2 + p′l).

Next, if l > 3, then we prove the result by using induction and the above analysis for

the base cases of l = 2, 3: the second event is dominated by Un >
∑l−2

i=1 ai. Hence by the
induction hypothesis for l − 2,

Pµ

(
Un >

l∑
i=1

ai

)
6 pal +

n−1∑
k=1

Pµ (τ = k) (pal−1
+ Pµ

(
Un >

l−2∑
i=1

ai

)
)

6 pal + 1 · (pal−1
+

l−2∑
i=2

pai + p′l−2),

and we are done since p′l depends only on the parity of l. �

Remark 4.6. We quickly discuss additional results in the present, general setting. First, several
other results in the literature were shown in [17, 18, 19] for random variables valued in abelian
metric semigroups Gab. These results automatically extend to the present setting (since the metric
in Gab is bi-invariant, hence strongly left-invariant).

Second, further results were shown in loc. cit., over all semigroups with a bi-invariant metric.
Given the above results in the paper, we expect that these latter results should hold for all strongly
left/right-invariant metric semigroups – for instance, the results on the Lévy property found in [9,
§4]. We do not pursue this investigation in the present work, leaving it to the interested reader.

Third, we leave the parallel formulation and proofs of the strongly right-invariant analogues of
these results (discussed here) and of the ones studied in this section, to the interested reader.

5. Embedding (strong) left-invariant semigroups in monoids, following Malcev

This concluding section is not concerned with results in probability, but with the framework
underlying this entire work: strongly left-invariant metric semigroups. In previous work and in the
results above, we have seen random variables take values in three different competing structures
(which are each more primitive than normed linear spaces, or even groups):

(i) bi-invariant metric semigroups/monoids,
(ii) (strongly) left-invariant metric monoids,

(iii) strongly left-invariant metric semigroups.

By Proposition 2.10, every bi-invariant metric semigroup embeds isometrically and homomorphi-
cally into a left-invariant (in fact, bi-invariant) metric monoid – which is automatically a strongly
left- and right-invariant monoid. Thus, (i) is a strictly more restrictive notion than (ii), since – as
explained above using [24] – there exist Lie groups that are equipped with (strongly) left-invariant
metrics that are not bi-invariant.

The other comparison question is between strongly left-invariant metric (ii) monoids and (iii) semi-
groups (or right-invariant). If indeed these notions are the same, then this entire paper could have
equivalently been written for left-invariant metric monoid-valued random variables. And indeed,
we now show this to be the case:

Theorem 5.1. Let G be a semigroup with a left-invariant metric dG .
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(1) Every idempotent in G is a left-identity. Thus, every right-identity is a two-sided identity.
(The converse statements are obvious.)

(2) Suppose G has no two-sided/right identity. Then G embeds isometrically and homomorphi-
cally inside a left-invariant metric monoid (onto the non-identity elements) if and only if
dG is strongly left-invariant. In particular, such a semigroup G has no idempotents.

We leave it to the interested reader to formulate and prove the (obvious) counterpart for right-
invariant metric semigroups G . Also, this situation is parallel to the case of bi-invariant metric
semigroups, which always embed inside a bi-invariant metric monoid by Proposition 2.10.

Proof. First, if e2 = e ∈ G then dG (eg, g) = dG (e2g, eg) = 0, so eg = g for all g ∈ G , as claimed. In
particular, since a right-identity is an idempotent, it is automatically a two-sided identity.

Next, if G embeds isometrically (and strictly) inside a left-invariant metric monoid, say (G◦, e, d),
then G is strongly left-invariant (as repeatedly seen above). Moreover, G has no idempotent, for if
g is any idempotent in G◦ then d(e, g) = d(g, g2) = 0, so g = e 6∈ G .

Conversely, if dG is strongly left-invariant, define G◦ := G t {e}, and extend the semigroup
product to G◦ via: e · g = g · e := g for all g ∈ G◦. Also extend the metric dG to a symmetric map
d on all of G◦ × G◦ via: d ≡ dG on G × G , d(e, e) := 0, and

d(e, g) = d(g, e) := dG (g, g2) ∀g ∈ G .

We claim this last expression is positive. If not, then g2 = g, so g is a left-identity by the preceding
part. Moreover, by strong left-invariance,

dG (a, ag) = dG (g, g2) = 0 ∀a ∈ G ,

so g is a two-sided identity, which is false. We next claim that d satisfies the triangle inequality –
for which it suffices to work with a, b ∈ G and e. This too is verified using strong left-invariance:

d(a, e) + d(e, b) = dG (a2, a) + dG (b, b2) = dG (ba, b) + dG (b, b2) > dG (ba, b2) = d(a, b),

d(a, b) + d(e, b) = dG (ba, b2) + dG (b, b2) > dG (ba, b) = dG (a2, a) = d(a, e).

Hence d is a metric. That d is left-invariant follows from the strong left-invariance of dG . �

Following the comparisons between the primitive settings (i)–(iii) at the start of this section, a
final comparison to make is between (ii)=(iii) (shown above) and (iv) left-invariant metric semi-
groups. Namely: Can the word “strong” be removed from Theorem 5.1(2)? While the proofs above
use strong left-invariance, it is not clear if this itself follows (or not) from “usual” left-invariance in
any semigroup, as it does in all monoids. Thus, if the question has a positive answer, this paper
could even have been written over all (iv) left-invariant metric semigroups. However, we now show
this is not true – even for finitely generated complete metric semigroups, cf. Theorem 4.1 – by
providing a counterexample to the question above (also alluded to in the opening section):

Proposition 5.2. There exists a countable, discrete (hence complete) left-invariant metric semi-
group G with two generators, which is not a monoid but contains an idempotent.

In particular, by Theorem 5.1 G can never embed into a left-invariant metric monoid, and dG is
not strongly left-invariant.

Proof. On the countable set G := {hn+1, hng : n ∈ Z>0}, define the operation hngε · hn′gε′ :=

hn+n
′
gε
′
. Then G is a semigroup generated by g, h, with g a left-identity (and the only such), hence

idempotent; but as hn+1g 6= hn+1 for each n > 0, G has no two-sided identity, so is not a monoid.
Next, define the Manhattan distance dG : G×G → [0,∞) via: dG (hngε, hn

′
gε
′
) := |n−n′|+|ε−ε′|.

Clearly, dG is positive and symmetric. The triangle inequality is verified by checking six easy cases;
we show one case here. For all n′ > 0 and n > 0,

dG (hn
′
, hng) + dG (hn

′
, hm) = |n′ − n|+ 1 + |n′ −m| > |n−m|+ 1 = dG (hm, hng).
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Thus dG is a metric; it is easy to see that (G , dG ) is discrete, hence complete.
The next step is to check that dG is left-invariant, but not strongly so. For the latter, we compute

dG (hng, hng · hn′) = n′ + 1 6= n′ = dG (hn
′
, hn

′ · hn′), ∀n′ > 0, n > 0,

while the former is straightforward – as a sample calculation, we have

dG (hngε · hn′gε′ , hngε · g) = n′ + 1− ε′ = dG (hn
′
gε
′
, g)

for all n′ > 0, ε′ ∈ {0, 1}, and hngε ∈ G (i.e. (ε, n) 6= (0, 0)). �

Remark 5.3. Another remark, for completeness, is that given a left-invariant metric group G , its
metric dG is 2-homogeneous – i.e., dG (e, g2) = 2dG (e, g) for all g ∈ G – if and only if G is abelian.
(In particular, dG is bi-invariant.) This follows from the recent Polymath project [27].

For completeness, and given the above discussion in this section, we conclude with a follow-up
question to the above results: Does every left-invariant metric monoid embed inside a left-invariant
metric group? The answer is in the negative for an even more general question: for bi-invariant
metric monoids to always embed inside some group! Namely, if one takes dG to be the discrete
metric, then note that dG is bi-invariant if and only if the monoid G is cancellative: ac = bc or
ca = cb implies a = b. Now Malcev [23] has constructed a monoid with eight generators that is
cancellative, but cannot map injectively and homomorphically into any group (metric or not).

Remark 5.4 (The idea of Malcev). The preceding question occurred to us as a natural parallel to
the question answered negatively in this section: Is every left-invariant metric semigroup strongly
left-invariant, i.e. does every left-invariant metric semigroup embed isometrically and homomor-
phically into a left-invariant metric monoid? Moreover, we learned of Malcev’s (negative) example
shortly after having shown the results in this paper. That said, not only are the two questions
similar, and their answers both negative, but interestingly, even the approaches have a common
philosophy. Namely, our approach in Theorem 5.1 and Proposition 5.2 was to first show that the
only idempotent in a strongly left-invariant semigroup is a (=the) two-sided identity; and to then
construct a left-invariant semigroup containing an idempotent that is not a two-sided identity. This
is precisely the philosophy behind Malcev’s beautiful and more intricate idea in [23], which was to
first note that if a group contains eight elements a, b, c, d, u, v, x, y that satisfy the relations

au = bv, ax = by, cx = dy, (5.1)

then one can successively solve to get vu−1 = b−1a = yx−1 = d−1c, and hence cu = dv. In the
second step, Malcev constructed a monoid M that is cancellative (note, this is if and only if the
discrete metric on M is bi-invariant), and is finitely generated with generators a, b, c, d, u, v, x, y
that satisfy (5.1), but in which cu 6= dv. Hence M cannot embed as a sub-monoid in any group.
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